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MAXIMIZERS FOR GAGLIARDO–NIRENBERG INEQUALITIES
AND RELATED NON-LOCAL PROBLEMS
JACOPO BELLAZZINI, RUPERT L. FRANK, AND NICOLA VISCIGLIA
Abstract. In this paper we study the existence of maximizers for two families of interpola-
tion inequalities, namely a generalized Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality and a new inequality
involving the Riesz energy. Two basic tools in our argument are a generalization of Lieb’s
Translation Lemma and a Riesz energy version of the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma.
1. Introduction
An old and obvious, but useful observation is that boundedness of a linear operator A
from some Banach space B to Lq(X), X a measure space, follows, provided one knows
boundedness from B to both Lq1(X) and Lq2(X) for some 1 ≤ q1 < q < q2 ≤ ∞. In this
paper we address the question whether the norm of A, acting from B to Lq(X), is attained,
that is, whether the supremum
(1.1) sup
f 6=0
‖Af‖Lq
‖f‖B
is a maximum. We shall see that in many situations, the boundedness from B to both Lq1(X)
and Lq2(X) provides the key input in proving that the norm from B to Lq(X) is attained.
Instead of developing an abstract theory, we explain our argument with two examples, the
first one being the following Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality,
(1.2) ‖Drϕ‖Lq ≤ C(r, s, p, q, d) ‖ϕ‖1−θLp ‖Dsϕ‖θL2 ∀ϕ ∈ H˙s(Rd) ∩ Lp(Rd) ,
where
D =
√−∆ .
It is known that (1.2) holds provided that
(1) −r + d
q
= (1− θ)d
p
+ θ(−s + d
2
),
(2) r
s
≤ θ ≤ 1,
(3) 0 < r ≤ s, 1 < p, q <∞.
Of course, condition (1) expresses the scale invariance of (1.2). The proof of (1.2) is es-
sentially contained in [23] (see our Lemma A.1 below) and stated explicitly, for instance, in
[34].
Note that finding the smallest possible constant C(r, s, p, q, d) in (1.2) is a problem of
the form (1.1) with B = H˙s(Rd) ∩ Lp(Rd), X = Rd and Af = Drf . Indeed, finding the
best constant in (1.2) is, by scaling, equivalent to finding the best constant in the inequality
with the right side replaced by the norm ‖f‖B =
(‖f‖2Lp + ‖Dsf‖2L2)1/2. Besides the best
constants also the optimizers (if they exist) are related by scaling.
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In Theorem 2.1 we shall show that the supremum
sup
ϕ 6=0
‖Drϕ‖Lq
‖ϕ‖1−θLp ‖Dsϕ‖θL2
is attained under the additional assumption r/s < θ < 1. (Compare with (2)!) This is
precisely the condition that one can find q1 < q < q2 for which the inequality is valid (with
r, s, p and d held fixed). In Example 2.1 we shall show that, in general, the supremum may
not be attained if θ = r/s.
The result in this generality seems to be new. The important special case r = 0, s = 1,
p = 2 is a classical result of Weinstein [42]. We also mention the work [11] where the optimal
constant and the optimizers were explicitly found in the special case r = 0, s = 1, q = p
2
+1,
and [8] for a mass transportation approach to the problem.
Our second motivation, and our second example illustrating the method described above,
concerns a lower bound for the quantity
(1.3)
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy .
In the special case λ = d − 2, d ≥ 3, this expression represents the Coulomb energy of a
density |ϕ|2. While upper bounds on (1.3) are readily available (for instance in terms of an
Lp(Rd) norm of ϕ by the Hardy–Littlewood–Sobolev inequality; see, e.g., [28]), lower bounds
are a notoriously difficult problem in mathematical physics. Among the few available results
are the Lieb–Oxford inequality [29]. In Proposition 2.1 we prove a lower bound for (1.3), a
special case of which is, for d = 3 and λ = 1,
(1.4) ‖ϕ‖L2p ≤ C(p, s)‖ϕ‖
θ
2−θ
H˙s
(∫∫
R3×R3
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y| dxdy
) 1−θ
4−2θ
with θ = 6−5p
3−2ps−2p
. Here the parameters s > 0 and 1 < p ≤ ∞ satisfy
p ∈
[
3
3− 2s,
1 + 2s
1 + s
]
if 0 < s < 1/4 ,
p =
3
3− 2s =
1 + 2s
1 + s
if s = 1/4 ,
p ∈
[
1 + 2s
1 + s
,
3
3− 2s
]
if 1/4 < s < 3/2 ,
p ∈
[
1 + 2s
1 + s
,∞
)
if s = 3/2 ,
p ∈
[
1 + 2s
1 + s
,∞
]
if s > 3/2 .
In Theorem 2.2 we show, among other things, that the supremum
sup
ϕ 6≡0
‖ϕ‖L2p
‖ϕ‖
θ
2−θ
H˙s
(∫∫
R3×R3
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x−y|
dxdy
) 1−θ
4−2θ
2
is attained under the additional assumption p 6= 3/(3−2s), p 6= (1+2s)/(1+ s) and p 6=∞.
This assumption has the same origin as explained before.
Our third goal is to advertize a compactness proof which has its origins in the works
[26, 27, 6, 19]. One ingredient in this compactness proof is the pqr Lemma of Fro¨hlich,
Lieb and Loss [19] which lies at the heart of our interpolation approach. The two other
ingredients are a ‘compactness up to translation’ lemma [27] and the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma
about the remainder term in Fatou’s lemma [6]. When carrying out the optimization in our
two examples we have to prove both a new version of the ‘compactness up to translations’
lemma (Lemma 2.1), which is valid in H˙s(Rd) with arbitrary s > 0, and a non-local version
of the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma (Theorem 2.2), which is valid for the double integral (1.3). We
hope that both results are of interest even beyond the concrete context of this paper.
Of course, we are aware that there are alternative approaches to establish the existence
of optimizers in variational problems. Early approaches are based on symmetrization, but
are therefore restricted to H˙s with 0 < s ≤ 1; see, e.g., [40, 39, 25, 42, 26] and references
therein. Lions developed his method of concentration compactness in [30, 31] and Ge´rard
found a different argument based on refined Sobolev inequalities [21, 22]; see also [18] for a
recent application of this technique and also [35]. In addition, progress was made concerning
the existence of optimizers in restriction-type inequalities; see, e.g., [3], [9], [12], [13], [14],
[17], [37].
2. Main results
Our first main result is
Theorem 2.1 (Existence of optimizers for the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality). Let r, s > 0,
r
s
< θ < 1 and p, q ∈ (1,∞) such that
−r + d
q
= (1− θ)d
p
+ θ
(
−s+ d
2
)
.
Then
(2.1) sup
06≡ϕ∈H˙s∩Lp
‖Drϕ‖Lq
‖ϕ‖1−θLp ‖Dsϕ‖θL2
is attained.
Notice that we don’t assume on s any extra restriction of the type s < d/2, and hence
no Sobolev embedding in principle is available. We underline that this is not a purely
mathematical question, in fact the corresponding Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities (with
s > d/2) play a crucial role in several models (see [16], [36]).
As explained in the introduction, the crucial assumption is that r
s
< θ < 1. The following
example shows that in the endpoint case θ = r/s we cannot, in general, expect the existence
of maximizers for (1.2).
Example 2.1. Consider the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality (for simplicity we work in di-
mension d = 1, but the example can be extended in higher dimensions)
(2.2) ‖u′‖L2 ≤ ‖u‖1/2L2 ‖u′′‖1/2L2 .
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By Plancharel’s theorem this inequality is equivalent to the inequality
‖ξuˆ‖L2 ≤ ‖uˆ‖1/2L2 ‖ξ2uˆ‖1/2L2 ,
which is an immediate consequence of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Moreover, by choosing
uˆn(ξ) = χ(1−1/n,1+1/n)(ξ)
one can check that the constant C = 1 on the right side cannot be improved. In fact, it is
easy to show that there are not optimizers in the inequality above since the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality gives an identity if and only if the functions involved are multiples of each other.
Hence any maximizer uˆ0 should satisfy
ξ2|uˆ0(ξ)| = µ|uˆ0(ξ)|
for a suitable µ ∈ R, which is only possible for uˆ0 = 0.
In the other endpoint case θ = 1 inequality (1.2) turns into a Sobolev inequality and
compactness may be lost both by translations and dilations. For θ = 1, r = 0 and s < d/2
existence of optimizers was proved in [26] (in a dual formulation).
Remark 2.1. If r ∈ N, then a slight modification of our proof shows that the supremum is
also attained if ‖Drϕ‖Lq in (2.1) is replaced by
(2.3)


∑
α=(α1,...,αd)∑d
i=1 αi=r
∫
Rd
|∂αϕ|qdx


1/q
.
A similar remark applies to ‖Dsϕ‖L2 . If both r and s are integers, (2.1) with norms as in
(2.3) is proved, for instance, in [7] and [32].
We now discuss our second main result, which gives a lower bound on (1.3) in terms of an
Lp norm and a homogeneous Sobolev norm of ϕ. We define the Banach spaces Hs,λ(Rd) as
the completion of C∞0 (R
d) with respect to the norm
‖ϕ‖Hs,λ := ‖ϕ‖H˙s +
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1
4
.
Arguing as in [38] one can prove that this quantity is a norm.
Proposition 2.1. Let d ≥ 1, s > 0, 0 < λ < d and assume that p satisfies
(1) if λ < 4s and d < 2s then
p ∈
[
d− λ+ 4s
d− λ+ 2s,∞
]
,
(2) if λ < 4s and d = 2s then
p ∈
[
d− λ+ 4s
d− λ+ 2s,∞
)
,
(3) if λ < 4s and d > 2s then
p ∈
[
d− λ+ 4s
d− λ+ 2s,
d
d− 2s
]
,
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(4) if λ = 4s and d > 2s then
p =
d− λ+ 4s
d− λ+ 2s =
d
d− 2s ,
(5) if λ > 4s and d > 2s then
p ∈
[
d
d− 2s,
d− λ+ 4s
d− λ+ 2s
]
.
Then the following bound holds,
(2.4) ‖ϕ‖L2p ≤ C(p, d, s, λ)‖ϕ‖
θ
2−θ
H˙s
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
) 1−θ
4−2θ
∀ϕ ∈ Hs,λ(Rd)
with θ = 2d−2pd+pλ
d−2ps−pd+pλ
.
The inequality in the proposition for λ = 1, s = 1, d = 3 is well-known. In this case the
relevant range is 2p ∈ [3, 6]. Remarkably, it is proved in [38] that this range of p can be
increased if the inequality is restricted to radial functions. In the case λ = 1, s = 1
2
, d = 3
the inequality of the proposition was first obtained in [4].
Our second main result states the existence of maximizers for the inequalities (2.4) in the
non-endpoint case.
Theorem 2.2 (Existence of optimizers for (2.4)). Let s, λ, d, p be as in Theorem 2.1. As-
sume, moreover, that
(2.5) p 6= d− λ + 4s
d− λ + 2s , p 6=
d
d− 2s , p 6=∞ .
Then the best constant in (2.4) is achieved.
We conclude this section by presenting two technical tools which play a crucial role in
our compactness proof. To motivate the first one we note that Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 follow
easily provided one is able to show that the weak limit of a maximizing sequence is, up to
translation, different from zero. This is exactly the content of the following Lemma 2.1,
which is a generalization of Lieb’s compactness lemma [27].
Lemma 2.1 (Compactness up to translations in H˙s). Let s > 0, 1 < p < ∞ and un ∈
H˙s(Rd) ∩ Lp(Rd) be a sequence with
(2.6) sup
n
(‖un‖H˙s + ‖un‖Lp) <∞
and, for some η > 0, (with | · | denoting Lebesgue measure)
(2.7) inf
n
|{|un| > η}| > 0 .
Then there is a sequence (xn) ⊂ Rd such that a subsequence of un(· + xn) has a weak limit
u 6≡ 0 in H˙s(Rd) ∩ Lp(Rd).
Lemma 2.1 for s = 1, p = 2 is due to Lieb [27].
Note that as in theorem 2.1 we do not assume that s < d/2. If this is satisfied, however,
then supn ‖un‖H˙s <∞ implies supn ‖un‖Lp <∞ for p = 2d/(d−2s) by a Sobolev inequality
and therefore the statement of the lemma can be simplified. In particular, for s = 1 we
recover the version of Lieb’s compactness lemma as proved in [2].
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Lieb’s proof of the compactness lemma for s = 1 depends heavily on the pointwise chain
rule for the gradient. Since this is not available for general s we develop a different approach.
Instead of space localization, which is more complicated to handle in the case of fractional
Sobolev spaces, we shall exploit momentum localization. We will also make use of a refined
Sobolev inequality in Besov spaces, see Theorem 5.1. Since we do not assume that s < d/2 we
need an additional ingredient, in addition to the refined Sobolev inequality. More precisely,
we treat separately the low- and high-frequency parts of the sequence.
Our second technical ingredient is the following ‘non-local version’ of the Bre´zis–Lieb
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < λ < d, let 2 < p <∞ and let fn and f be functions on Rd such that
(2.8) fn(x)→ f(x) a.e. x ∈ Rd ,
(2.9) sup
n
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy <∞ ,
(2.10) sup
n
‖fn‖Lp <∞ .
Then∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
+
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)− f(x)|2|fn(y)− f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy + o(1) .(2.11)
This lemma is due to [33] in the special case p = 2d/(2d − λ). In this special case one
can use the Hardy–Littlewood–Sobolev inequality to control the double integral in (2.9) by
the norm in (2.10). We do not see how the argument in [33] can be generalized to arbitrary
2 < p <∞ and we provide an independent proof.
For easier reference we state
Lemma 2.3 (pqr Lemma [19]). Let 1 ≤ p < q < r ≤ ∞ and let α, β, γ > 0. Then there are
constants η, c > 0 such that for any measurable function f ∈ Lp(X) ∩ Lr(X), X a measure
space, with
‖f‖pLp ≤ α, ‖f‖qLq ≥ β, ‖f‖rLr ≤ γ,
one has (with | · | denoting the underlying measure on X)
(2.12) |{x ∈ X : |f(x)| > η}| ≥ c .
The paper is organized as follows: Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.1
and 2.2, respectively. Sections 5 and 6 contain the proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. In the
appendix we derive Proposition 2.1.
3. Existence of optimizers for the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we assume the fact that C(r, s, p, q, d) <∞. As we mentioned
in the introduction, this is essentially contained in [23] (and can be deduced by the same
method as in our Lemma A.1 below) and is explicitly stated, for instance, in [34].
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Since inequality (1.2) is invariant under homogeneity ϕ(x) 7→ λϕ(x) and scaling ϕ 7→
ϕ(λx) for any λ > 0, we can choose a maximizing sequence ϕn such that
(3.1) ‖Drϕn‖Lq = C(r, s, p, q, d) + o(1)
and
(3.2) ‖ϕn‖Lp = ‖Dsϕn‖L2 = 1 .
The key observation is that, since we are looking at a non-endpoint case (i.e., r/s < θ < 1),
there are q1 < q < q2 such that the scaling relations
−r + d
qj
= (1− θj)d
p
+ θj
(
−s + d
2
)
are satisfied for some θj satisfying r/s < θj < 1. From inequality (1.2) with these values of
qj (and the same r, s and p) we infer that
(3.3) sup
n
max {‖Drϕn‖Lq1 , ‖Drϕn‖Lq2} <∞ .
The pqr-lemma (Lemma 2.3) now implies that
(3.4) inf
n
|{|Drϕn| > η}| > 0
for some η > 0.
Next, we apply the compactness modulo translations lemma (Lemma 2.1) to the sequence
(Drϕn). This sequence is bounded in H˙
s−r by (3.2), and (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied by (3.1)
and (3.4). Thus, there is a sequence (xn) ⊂ Rd such that, after passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we have Drϕn(·+ xn) ⇀ ψ 6≡ 0 in H˙s−r ∩ Lq.
The translated sequence ϕ˜n(x) = ϕn(x + xn) still satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) and therefore
has a subsequence which converges weakly in H˙s ∩ Lp to some ϕ˜. For χ ∈ C∞0 (Rd) we have
that∫
Rd
ϕ˜Drχ dx = lim
n→∞
∫
Rd
ϕ(x+ xn)D
rχ dx = lim
n→∞
∫
Rd
Drϕ(x+ xn)χ dx =
∫
Rd
ψχ dx ,
and therefore Drϕ˜ = ψ. In particular, ϕ˜ 6≡ 0.
By Rellich’s compactness theorem we can pass to a further subsequence to ensure that
(3.5) Drϕ˜n → Drϕ˜ a.e. and ϕ˜n → ϕ˜ a.e.
It remains to prove that ϕ˜ is an optimizer. In order to simplify notation we drop the tildes
(that is, we assume that the ϕn are chosen at the beginning so that xn = 0). By (3.2) and
the Hilbert structure of H˙s we get
(3.6) ‖Dsϕn −Dsϕ‖2L2 + ‖Dsϕ‖2L2 = 1 + o(1) ,
and by (3.1), (3.2), (3.5) and the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma [6] we get
(3.7) ‖Drϕn −Drϕ‖qLq + ‖Drϕ‖qLq = Cq + o(1)
and
(3.8) ‖ϕn − ϕ‖pLp + ‖ϕ‖pLp = 1 + o(1) ,
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where we abbreviated C = C(r, s, p, q, d). By combining (3.7), (3.8), (3.6) we get
C−q (‖Drϕ‖qLq + ‖Drϕn −Drϕ‖qLq + o(1))(3.9)
= (‖ϕ‖pLp + ‖ϕn − ϕ‖pLp + o(1))
q(1−θ)
p
(‖Dsϕ‖2L2 + ‖Dsϕn −Dsϕ‖2L2 + o(1)) θq2 .
In view of the elementary inequality
(1 + x)α(1 + y)β ≥ 1 + xαyβ
for all x, y ≥ 0 if α + β ≥ 1, we have
(ap + bp)
(1−θ)q
p
(
c2 + d2
) θq
2 ≥ a(1−θ)qcθq + b(1−θ)qdθq
for all a, b, c, d ≥ 0. Here we used the fact that, by the scaling relation
(1− θ)q
p
+
θq
2
= 1 +
qs
d
(
θ − r
s
)
≥ 1 .
Therefore, we can bound the right side of (3.9) from below by
‖ϕ‖(1−θ)qLp ‖Dsϕ‖θqL2 + ‖ϕn − ϕ‖(1−θ)qLp ‖Dsϕn −Dsϕ‖θqL2 + o(1) ,
which in turn can be bounded from below via (1.2) by
‖ϕ‖(1−θ)qLp ‖Dsϕ‖θqL2 + C−q‖Drϕn −Drϕ‖qLq + o(1) .
We insert this lower bound in (3.9) and conclude that
C−q‖Drϕ‖qLq + o(1) ≥ ‖ϕ‖(1−θ)qLp ‖Dsϕ‖θqL2 + o(1) ,
which means that ϕ is an optimizer. This completes the proof. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.2
The argument is similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Again by homogeneity
and scaling we can assume that an optimizing sequence ϕn ∈ Hs,λ(Rd) satisfies
‖ϕn‖H˙s =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕn(x)|2 |ϕn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dx dy = 1
and
‖ϕn‖L2p = C(p, d, s, λ) + o(1) .
Since we are not at the endpoint, we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and find
a uniform upper bound on ‖ϕn‖L2p1 and ‖ϕn‖L2p2 for some p1 < p < p2. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.3
inf
n
|{|ϕn| > η}| > 0 .
Thus, after a translation if necessary, we may assume that there is a ϕ 6≡ 0 such that
ϕn ⇀ ϕ ∈ H˙s(Rd) ∩ Lp(Rd). Thus, by the Hilbert structure of H˙s(Rd),
(4.1) ‖ϕn − ϕ‖2H˙s + ‖ϕ‖2H˙s = 1 + o(1) .
By Rellich’s compactness theorem we may assume, after passing to another subsequence
if necessary, that ϕn → ϕ almost everywhere, and therefore by the Brezis–Lieb lemma [6],
(4.2) ‖ϕn − ϕ‖2pL2p + ‖ϕ‖2pL2p = C2p + o(1) ,
where we abbreviated C = C(p, d, s, λ).
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Finally, by our non-local Brezis–Lieb lemma (Theorem 2.2),
(4.3)∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕn(x)− ϕ(x)|2 |ϕn(y)− ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dx dy +
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2 |ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dx dy = 1 + o(1) .
With (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) at hand, the proof of Theorem 2.2 follows along the same lines
as that of Theorem 2.1.
5. Compactness up to translations
Our goal in this section is to prove Lemma 2.1. We begin by recalling the refined Sobolev
inequality of Gerard–Meyer–Oru, see [22], in the form given in [1].
Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < s < d/2 and let θ ∈ S(Rd) be such that θˆ has compact support, has
value 1 near the origin and satisfies 0 ≤ θˆ ≤ 1. Then there is a constant C = Cs,d(θ) such
that for all u ∈ H˙s(Rd),
‖u‖q ≤ C‖u‖2/qH˙s
(
sup
A>0
Ad/2+s‖θ(A ·) ⋆ u‖∞
)1−2/q
with q = 2d/(d− 2s).
One can show that the supremum on the right side is equivalent to the norm in a certain
Besov space, but we will not need this fact.
Several applications of this improvement have been given in the literature. In particular
we quote the profile decomposition theorems in [21], [24] and its generalization in [15]. The
main point is that the use of the aforementioned improved Sobolev embedding involves in
principle the introduction of suitable dilation and translation parameters. However we notice
a-posteriori that the introduction of the dilation parameter can be ignored, since it stays
bounded away from zero and infinity. Hence we get at the end a proof of Lemma 2.1 where
only translation parameters are involved.
We are now in position to give the
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let χ0 and χ1 be smooth, real-valued functions on [0,∞) such that
χ0 + χ1 ≡ 1 and such that χ0 has compact support and value 1 near the origin. We
decompose un = χ0(|D|)un + χ1(|D|)un and, because of (2.7), we may assume that either
(5.1) inf
n
∣∣∣{|χ0(|D|)un| > η
2
}∣∣∣ > 0 (case A)
or
(5.2) inf
n
∣∣∣{|χ1(|D|)un| > η
2
}∣∣∣ > 0 (case B) .
We discuss these two cases separately.
Case A. Low frequency localization. The operator χ0(|D|) is a convolution operator with
respect to the Schwartz function
h(x) =
∫
Rd
χ0(|ξ|)e−iξ·x dξ
(2π)d
.
Therefore, the classical Young inequality implies that
‖χ0(|D|)ϕ‖L∞ ≤ ‖h‖Lp′‖ϕ‖Lp and ‖∇χ0(|D|)ϕ‖L∞ ≤ ‖∇h‖Lp′‖ϕ‖Lp
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for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. In particular, the functions χ0(|D|)un are continuous and, because of
(5.1), there are xn ∈ Rd such that |(χ0(|D|)un)(xn)| > η/2.
The translated sequence vn(x) = un(x + xn) satisfies again (2.6), and therefore has a
subsequence which converges weakly in H˙s ∩ Lp to some v. Since h ∈ Lp′ , we have
(χ0(|D|)un)(xn) =
∫
Rd
h(xn − y)un(y) dy =
∫
Rd
h(−x)vn(x) dx→
∫
Rd
h(−x)v(x) dx
as n → ∞ along the chosen subsequence. Since the absolute value of the left side is bigger
than η/2, we conclude that v 6≡ 0.
Case B. High frequency localization. Pick σ < s with σ < d/2 and let q = 2d/(d − 2σ).
Then, since χ1 is supported away from the origin, (2.6) implies that supn ‖χ1(|D|)un‖H˙σ <
∞. Moreover, (5.2) implies that infn ‖χ1(|D|)un‖q > 0. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, there are
An > 0 and xn ∈ Rd such that
inf
n
Ad/2+σn |(θ(An ·) ⋆ χ1(|D|)un) (xn)| > 0 .
Since θˆ has compact support and χ1 is supported away from zero, the operator u 7→ θ(A ·) ⋆
χ1(|D|)u is zero for all sufficiently small A. Thus, infnAn > 0.
The translated and dilated sequence wn(x) = A
−d/2+σ
n (χ1(|D|)un) (A−1n x+ xn) satisfies
sup
n
‖wn‖H˙σ = sup
n
‖χ1(|D|)un‖H˙σ <∞ ,
and therefore has a subsequence which converges weakly in H˙σ∩Lq to some w. Since θ ∈ Lq′ ,
we have
Ad/2+σn (θ(An ·) ⋆ χ1(|D|)un) (xn) = Ad/2+σn
∫
Rd
θ(An(xn − y)) (χ1(|D|)un) (y) dy
=
∫
Rd
θ(−x)wn(x) dx
→
∫
Rd
θ(−x)w(x) dx
as n → ∞ along the chosen subsequence. Since the absolute value of the left side remains
bounded away from zero, we conclude that w 6≡ 0.
We claim that the lim sup of An along the chosen subsequence is not infinite. Indeed, by
our choice of σ there is a σ˜ with σ < σ˜ < min{s, d/2}. Then again supn ‖χ1(|D|)un‖H˙σ˜ <∞,
and thus Sobolev’s inequality implies that supn ‖χ1(|D|)un‖Lq˜ <∞ for q˜ = 2d/(d− 2σ˜). By
scaling we have
‖χ1(|D|)un‖q˜Lq˜ = Ad(q˜/q−1)n ‖wn‖q˜Lq˜ .
An elementary fact about weak convergence (see Lemma 5.1 below) implies that (along the
chosen subsequence)
lim inf
n→∞
‖wn‖Lq˜ ≥ ‖w‖Lq˜ ,
where the right side might (a priori) be +∞, but is never zero. But the Lq˜-boundedness now
implies that
∞ > sup ‖χ1(|D|)un‖q˜Lq˜ ≥ lim sup
n→∞
Ad(q˜/q−1)n ‖w‖q˜Lq˜ .
Since q˜ > q and infnAn > 0 we conclude that w ∈ Lq˜ and lim supnAn < ∞. Thus, up to
extracting another subsequence, we may assume that An → A ∈ (0,∞).
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Now let vn(x) = un(x+xn). Since this sequence satisfies again (2.6), it has a subsequence
which converges weakly in H˙s∩Lp to some v. Since χ1(|D|) is bounded on H˙s∩Lp, χ1(|D|)vn
converges weakly to χ1(|D|)v in H˙s ∩Lp. On the other hand, χ1(|D|)vn converges weakly in
H˙σ ∩ Lq to Ad/2−σw(A· ) 6≡ 0. Thus, v 6≡ 0, as we intended to prove. 
In the proof above we used the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a measure space and assume that fn ⇀ f in L
p(X) for some 1 <
p <∞. Then ∫
X
|f |q dx ≤ lim inf
n→∞
∫
X
|fn|q dx
for any 1 < q <∞, in the sense that ∫
X
|fn|q dx→∞ if f 6∈ Lq(X).
Proof. We may assume thatM = lim infn ‖fn‖qq <∞, for otherwise there is nothing to show.
Under this assumption, by weak compactness a subsequence of fn converges weakly in L
q to
some g. This implies ‖g‖qq ≤M . Since Lp′ ∩Lq′ is dense in both Lp′ and Lq′ , we have f = g,
which completes the proof. 
6. A non-local Bre´zis–Lieb lemma
For the proof of Lemma 2.2 we need two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Let 0 < λ < d and let fn and f be functions on R
d satisfying (2.8) and (2.9).
Then ∫∫
Rd×Rd
(fn(x)− f(x))f(x)f(y)(fn(y)− f(y))
|x− y|λ dxdy = o(1) .(6.1)
Proof. By (2.8) the functions gn(x, y) = fn(x)|x − y|−λ/2fn(y) converge almost everywhere
in Rd × Rd to the function g(x, y) = f(x)|x − y|−λ/2f(y). Thus, by the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma
[6],∫∫
Rd×Rd
|gn(x, y)|2dxdy =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|g(x, y)|2dxdy +
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|gn(x, y)− g(x, y)|2dxdy + o(1) .
This is the same as
(6.2)
∫∫
Rd×Rd
fn(x)f(x)f(y)fn(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy + o(1) .
On the other hand, applying the Bre´zis–Lieb lemma to the functions fn(y) with respect to
the measure
∫
Rd
|x− y|−λ|f(x)|2dxdy we infer that
(6.3)∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2
(
f(y)fn(y) + f(y)fn(y)
)
|x− y|λ dxdy = 2
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy + o(1) .
The assertion of the lemma now follows from (6.2) and (6.3). 
Lemma 6.2. Let 0 < λ < d, 2 < p < ∞ and let fn and f be functions on Rd satisfying
(2.8), (2.9) and (2.10). Then∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy + o(1) .(6.4)
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Proof. Choose a subsequence (fnk) such that
(6.5) lim
k→∞
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fnk(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy = lim supn→∞
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy .
By a standard result in measure theory (see, e.g., [5, Prop. 4.7.12]), we infer from (2.8) and
(2.10) that |fn|2 ⇀ |f |2 weakly in Lp/2(Rd).
Next, we note that the double integral in (2.9) coincides, up to a positive multiplicative
constant, with the square of the H˙−(d−λ)/2-norm of |fn|2. Thus, by weak compactness we
may assume (after passing to another subsequence, if necessary) that |fnk |2 converges weakly
in H˙−(d−λ)/2 to some σ ∈ H˙−(d−λ)/2, that is,
(6.6)
(
D−(d−λ)/2
(|fnk |2 − σ) , |D|−(d−λ)/2ρ)L2 → 0
for every ρ ∈ H˙−(d−λ)/2, where D = √−∆. Since D−d+λ is a bijection between H˙−(d−λ)/2
and H˙(d−λ)/2, we infer that (|fnk |2 − σ, ψ)L2 → 0
for every ψ ∈ H˙(d−λ)/2. Since Lp/2∩ H˙(d−λ)/2 is dense in H˙(d−λ)/2, we conclude that σ = |f |2.
Taking ρ = |f |2 in (6.6) we infer that
lim
k→∞
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fnk(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy .
This proves ≤ in (6.4). The proof of≥ is similar, with lim sup in (6.5) replaced by lim inf. 
With Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 at hand we are in position to give the
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We compute∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy = A+
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)− f(x)|2|fn(y)− f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
− 4R1 + 4R2 − 4R3 ,
where, with rn(x) = Re
(
f(x) (fn(x)− f(x))
)
,
A = 2
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy −
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy ,
R1 =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
rn(x)rn(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy ,
R2 =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
rn(x)|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy ,
R3 =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
rn(x)|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
We claim that Lemma 6.1 implies that
(6.7) R1 = o(1) .
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To see this, let sn(x) = f(x) (fn(x)− f(x)). Thenrn = (sn + sn)/2 and
R1 = 1
2
Re
∫∫
Rd×Rd
sn(x)sn(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy +
1
2
Re
∫∫
Rd×Rd
sn(x)sn(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy .
Lemma 6.1 says that ∫∫
Rd×Rd
sn(x)sn(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy = o(1) .
Thus, to prove (6.7) is suffices to prove that the double integral involving the product
sn(x)sn(y) tends to zero. Since the kernel |x − y|−λ is non-negative definite (i.e., has a
non-negative Fourier transform), we have the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality∣∣∣∣∣
∫∫
Rd×Rd
g(x)h(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
g(x)g(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1/2(∫∫
Rd×Rd
h(x)h(y)
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1/2
for any g and h for which the right side is finite. Applying this to g = sn and h = sn and
using again Lemma 6.1, we obtain (6.7).
A similar application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality implies
|R2| ≤
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|fn(x)|2|fn(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1/2
R1/21
and
|R3| ≤
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1/2
R1/21 .
Therefore, by (2.9) and again by Lemma 6.1, R2 +R3 = o(1).
Finally, we use assumption (2.10) to apply Lemma 6.2 and to conclude that
A =
∫∫
Rd×Rd
|f(x)|2|f(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy + o(1) .
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 2.1
In this appendix we extend the method from [4] to derive Proposition 2.1. Let d ≥ 1,
s > 0 and 0 < λ < d be fixed. First note that if d > 2s and p = d/(d−2s), then the claimed
inequality is the Sobolev inequality.
Therefore, in the following we assume that p 6= d/(d − 2s). Note that this implies,
in particular, that λ 6= 4s. A tedious but straightforward computation shows that the
restriction on p in the proposition (in the case p 6= d/(d = 2s)) is equivalent to the fact that
(A.1) θ =
2d− 2pd+ pλ
d− 2ps− pd+ pλ .
satisfies the bounds
(A.2)
d− λ
d+ 2s− λ ≤ θ < 1 .
Note that θ is always well-defined in R ∪ {±∞}, since numerator and denominator do not
vanish simultaneously (since λ 6= 4s).
We now recall a version of the fractional Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequality.
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Lemma A.1. Let p ∈ (1,∞) and define θ by (A.1). If θ satisfies (A.2), then
(A.3) ‖D d−λ2 ψ‖Lp ≤ C‖ψ‖1−θL2 ‖Ds+
d−λ
2 ψ‖θ
L
2p
p+1
.
If d < 2s, then (A.3) remains valid for p =∞.
For p <∞ this is explicitly stated in [34], but we use the opportunity to show how it can
be deduced from the older results of [23]. As similar argument works for inequality (1.2). An
advantage of our reduction to [23] is that it clearly shows why p = (d+4s− λ)/(d+2s− λ)
is an endpoint.
Proof. The case p <∞ can be easily deduced from [23]. More precisely, for any 1 < p <∞
and any 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we have the convexity inequality
‖ψ‖1−θL2 ‖Ds+
d−λ
2 ψ‖θ
L
2p
p+1
≥ c‖Dθ(1+ d−λ2 )ψ‖
L
2p
p+θ
with some c > 0 [23, Lemma A.1]. If p = (d+ 4s− λ)/(d+ 2s− λ), then θ defined in (A.1)
equals (d−λ)/(d+2s−λ) and the lemma follows. Otherwise, for the choice (A.1) satisfying
(A.2) we can apply [23, Lemma A.2] to deduce that
‖Dθ(1+ d−λ2 )ψ‖
L
2p
p+θ
≥ c′‖D d−λ2 ψ‖Lp ,
which completes the proof of the lemma for p <∞.
If p =∞ and d < 2s, then by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality∣∣∣D d−λ2 ψ(x)∣∣∣ = (2π)−d/2 ∣∣∣∣
∫
Rd
|ξ| d−λ2 eiξ·xψˆ(ξ) dx
∣∣∣∣
≤ (2π)−d/2
∫
|ξ|<R
|ξ| d−λ2 |ψˆ(ξ)| dξ + (2π)−d/2
∫
|ξ|≥R
|ξ| d−λ2 |ψˆ(ξ)| dξ
≤ C1R 2d−λ2
(∫
|ξ|<R
|ψˆ(ξ)|2 dξ
)1/2
+ C2R
− 2s−d
2
(∫
|ξ|<R
|ξ|2s+d−λ|ψˆ(ξ)|2 dξ
)1/2
≤ C1R 2d−λ2 ‖ψ‖2 + C2R− 2s−d2 ‖Ds+ d−λ2 ψ‖L2 .
Optimizing in R yields the claimed inequality. 
We combine Lemma A.1 with the identity∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy = Cd,λ
∥∥∥D− d−λ2 |ϕ|2∥∥∥2
L2
for some positive constant Cd,λ, and obtain
‖ϕ‖2L2p =
∥∥|ϕ|2∥∥
Lp
≤ C
∥∥∥D− d−λ2 |ϕ|2∥∥∥1−θ
L2
∥∥Ds|ϕ|2∥∥θ
L
2p
p+1
= CC
− 1−θ
2
d,λ
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1−θ
2 ∥∥Ds|ϕ|2∥∥θ
L
2p
p+1
.
By the fractional chain-rule (see, e.g., [10]), this implies
‖ϕ‖2L2p ≤ C ′
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
)1−θ
2
‖Dsϕ‖θL2 ‖ϕ‖θL2p .
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(Strictly speaking, [10] contains only the case 0 < s < 1 and p <∞. A proof with (1+D2)1/2
instead of D is contained in [41, Prop. 1.1]; see also [20] and references therein for the general
case.) To summarize, we have shown that
‖ϕ‖L2p ≤ (C ′)
1
2−θ
(∫∫
Rd×Rd
|ϕ(x)|2|ϕ(y)|2
|x− y|λ dxdy
) 1−θ
4−2θ
‖ϕ‖
θ
2−θ
H˙s
,
which is the stated inequality. 
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